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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3715567A1] A lock unit (1) for doors and windows, such as roller shutters, up-and-over doors, grills and other closing elements, comprises
a first drive member (2) and a second (3) drive member that are movable along respective projecting/retracting (DI, DII) directions with respect to
a box body (4) of the lock unit (1), the first drive member (2) and second drive member (3) being connectable to respective bolts to be driven to
engage with, disengage from, respective locking seats provided on a wall or on a fixed counterframe; a control element (5) suitable for coupling with
a rotatable handle to move the first (2) and second (3) drive members in the aforesaid projecting/retracting (DI, DII) directions; transmitting means
(T) for transmitting a movement of the first (2) and second (3) member for driving the bolts, configured for transforming rotation of the control element
(5) into linear movement of the first (2) and second (3) drive members in the projecting/retracting (DI, DII) directions; a seat (6) shaped for housing
a lock cylinder (C) for key locking the lock unit (1); a control device (W) is provided that is activatable by the lock cylinder (C) and configured for
enabling the rotation of said handle in a first rotation direction only as far as the cylinder (C) is taken, by the respective key (K), to a first angular
position, on the other hand impeding, in this first angular position, the rotation of the handle in a second rotation direction opposite the first rotation
direction; the control device (W) enables the rotation of the handle in the second rotation direction only as far as the cylinder (C) is taken, by the key
(K), to a second angular position, preventing, in this second angular position, the rotation of the handle in the first rotation direction.
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